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D. pulex arenata US-TCO § USA 7/8
D. pulex asex FI-FU1-57-a Finland 3/8
FI-SK-44-b Finland 8/8
FI-SYN-4-a Finland 3/8





















D. galeata DE-WG2 Germany 0/8







D. barbata ZW-BAR Zimbabwe 0/7
D. lumholzi ZW-LUM Zimbabwe 0/6
D. magna DE-G1-06 Germany 0/8





FI-Xinb3 * § Finland 0/8
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/@-)"230"!)/!)@%!@/.)!%./$@1,5.!%')@%0!S*!1&)'B%6*!2'.05$)'-,!$101.')%!.$/0%.!/0!S*!S6/&K'-,! 0%&%$)/0.! )10,%)%2! S*!/@- )"230":! 9<9! @1B%! $61*%2! 1! &0')'&16! 0/6%! '-! )@%!2%B%6/$4%-)! /(! %B/65)'/-10*! )@%/0*! 1-2! @1B%! S%%-! 5.%2! )/! 1220%..! o5%.)'/-.!0%61)%2!)/!1-)1,/-'.)'&!&/%B/65)'/-+!)@%!41'-)%-1-&%!/(!.%a!Y;1%-'K%!"Zbjn!c))/!1-2!M5'.4%0! EFFG[+! )@%! 41'-)%-1-&%! /(! ,%-%)'&! B10'1)'/-! YN01-K! "ZZQ[+! .$%&'1)'/-!Ym1D%&K'! "ZZj[! 1-2! .%a516! .%6%&)'/-! Yg14'6)/-! 1-2! ^5K! "ZjE[+! )/$'&.! )@1)! @1B%!S%%-! 6/-,.)1-2'-,! '-)%0%.).! /(! S'/6/,'.).:! I')@! )@%! ('-2'-,! /(! -%,1)'B%! %$'.)1.'.!S%)D%%-!&6/.%6*!6'-K%2!0%.'.)1-&%!6/&'+!)@%!,%-%)'&!(%1)50%!0%.$/-.'S6%!(/0!)@%!@',@6*!.$%&'('&! -1)50%! /(! 9<9.+! )@%! !"#$%&"3/"01+()&"! .*.)%4! &1-! -/D! S%! 5.%2! )/! )%.)!.$%&'('&!$0%2'&)'/-.!/(! )@%.%! )@%/0'%.:!N50)@%04/0%+! )@%/0'%.!S5'62'-,!5$!/-!9<9.!/()%-!41K%!)@%!1..54$)'/-!/(!S'-10*!0%.'.)1-&%!$1))%0-.:!?@'.!1..54$)'/-!'.!(56('66%2!S*!)@%!/"01+()&"-G-!"#$%&"! .*.)%4+!D@'6%!41-*!/)@%0!%4$'0'&16!.)52'%.!@1B%!/()%-!/S.%0B%2! 0%.'.)1-&%! $1))%0-.! )@1)! 10%!4/0%! o51-)')1)'B%! Y0%B'%D%2! '-!I'6(%0)! 1-2!#&@4'23g%4$%6! EFFj[:! ?@'.! 41*! '-! $10)! S%! 25%! )/! /50! 1S'6')*! )/! .%$101)%! )@%!2'((%0%-)! .)%$.! '-! )@%! '-(%&)'/-!$0/&%..! Y>5-%15!%)! 16:! EF""[! 1-2!$/)%-)'166*!/)@%0!.*.)%4.!41*!/S.%0B%!1!4/0%!S'-10*!$1))%0-!'(!4%)@/2.!.'4'610!)/!)@%!/-%.!5.%2!'-!/50! .)52*! D/562! S%! 1$$6'%2:! _-2%%2+! %4$'0'&16! %B'2%-&%! (/0! )@%/0'%.! )@1)! @1B%! 1!9<9!1)!)@%'0!S1.'.!@1.!160%12*!S%%-!(/5-2!'-!)@%!!"#$%&"A/"01+()&"!.*.)%4+!1.!'.!)@%!&1.%!(/0!1-)1,/-'.)'&!&/%B/65)'/-!Y>%&1%.)%&K%0!%)!16:!EFFb[:!N50)@%04/0%+!D')@!@',@!B'056%-&%! )@0/5,@! &1.)01)'/-! YHS%0)! %)! 16:! "ZZTn! P'))6%! 1-2! HS%0)! EFFF[+! @',@!
! VQ!
$0%B16%-&%! '-! -1)5016! $/$561)'/-.! Y>5-&1-! %)! 16:! EFFT[+! .)0/-,! ,%-/)*$%3S*3,%-/)*$%! '-)%01&)'/-.! Y710'5.! %)! 16:! EFF"n! P5'`&Ka! %)! 16:! EF""[! 1-2! %B'2%-&%! (/0!-%,1)'B%! (0%o5%-&*! 2%$%-2%-)! .%6%&)'/-! Y>%&1%.)%&K%0! %)! 16:! EFFb[! )@%! !"#$%&"3
/"01+()&"! .*.)%4!4%%).! 166! )@%! 1..54$)'/-.! /(! )@%! X%2! r5%%-! ?@%/0*! .5,,%.)'-,!)@1)! 1-)1,/-'.)'&! &/%B/65)'/-! '-! )@'.! .*.)%4! &1-! 41'-)1'-! ,%-%)'&! B10'1)'/-! 1-2!/B%0&/4%!)@%!)D/!(/62!&/.)!/(!.%a:!!!




9301-P-#")"0&1+-2"1+)&"*-N/50! './3(%416%z&6/-16! 6'-%.! D')@! 2'((%0%-)! 0%.'.)1-&%! $@%-/)*$%.! D%0%! 5.%2! 1.!$10%-).d!N_3#m3Vj3E3"j3G+!)@%!XX3$10%-)!Y7"!1-2!7"Z!0%.'.)1-)[n!N_3N13}N1T3'-S3GT+!)@%! ##3$10%-)! Y7"! 1-2! 7"Z! .5.&%$)'S6%[n! N_3N1'-SQ+! )@%! #X3$10%-)! Y7"! .5.&%$)'S6%+!7"Z! 0%.'.)1-)[n! 1-2! N_3}'-SQ+! )@%! X#3$10%-)! Y7"! 0%.'.)1-)+! 7"Z! .5.&%$)'S6%[:! <66!$10%-).! 10%! 2%.&%-21-).! (0/4! )@%! .14%! !"#$%&"- 2":%"! 4%)1$/$561)'/-! -%10!?BO04'--%!YN'-61-2[:!?D/!/(!)@%!$10%-).!Y#X3$10%-)!1-2!X#3$10%-)[!D%0%!.14$6%2!1-2!'-S0%2!)@0%%!)'4%.!Y.%6('-,[!'-!1!$0%B'/5.!.)52*:!?@%!#X3$10%-)!'.!K-/D-!)/!S%!@%)%0/=*,/5.!(/0!/-%!/(!)@%!0%.'.)1-&%!6/&'!D@'6%!)@%!X#3$10%-)!'.!@/4/=*,/5.!Y(/0!2%)1'6.!.%%!P5'`&Ka!%)!16:!EF"Qn!)@%0%'-!-14%2!$10%-)!"!1-2!$10%-)!E[:!?@%! ##3$10%-)! 0%.56)%2! (0/4! 1! &/4$6%a! &0/..'-,! .&@%4%! 5.'-,! N_3N1'-SQ! 1-2! N_3}'-SQ!Y.%%!P5'`&Ka!%)!16:!EF"Q[:!?@%!XX3$10%-)!D1.!&@/.%-! (0/4!1!.%)!/(!Q"!.%6(%2!&1-2'21)%! !@- 2":%"! &6/-%.! &/66%&)%2! (0/4! )@%! ('%62:! C/)@! )@%! ##3$10%-)! 1-2! XX3$10%-)! D%0%! &/-('04%2! )/! S%! @/4/=*,/5.n! (/0! )@%! ##3$10%-)! -/! .%,0%,1)'/-! /(!0%.'.)1-&%! D1.! 2%)%&)%2! 1()%0! .%6('-,! ')! /-&%! Y-54S%0! /(! $@%-/)*$%2! /((.$0'-,+!-QZ[! D@'6%! )@%! &@/.%-! XX3$10%-)! D1.! .%6(%2! )D'&%! )/! &/-('04! @/4/=*,/.')*!Y-54S%0! /(! $@%-/)*$%2! /((.$0'-,+! -"Z[:! ?@%! )D/! /"01+()&"! &6/-%.! 5.%2+! 7"! 1-2!7"Z+! D%0%! /S)1'-%2! (0/4! -1)5016! .$/0%! './61)%.! S*! .'-,6%3.$/0%! '-(%&)'/-.! 1.!2%)1'6%2!'-!P5'`&Ka!%)!16:!YEF"F[:!
.
I)300+0-P-#$+%31,#&%:->%)1'6.! /(! )@%! &0/..'-,! $0/&%250%!D%0%! 2%.&0'S%2! $0%B'/5.6*! YP5'`&Ka! %)! 16:! EF"E+!EF"Q[:! _-! .@/0)+!416%.! /(! /-%! $10%-)!D%0%! $61&%2! )/,%)@%0!D')@! (%416%.! (0/4! )@%!/)@%0! 1-2! 166! 1.%a5166*! $0/25&%2! /((.$0'-,! D%0%! 0%4/B%2! %B%0*! )@0%%! 21*.! )/!$0%B%-)!.%6('-,:!#%a516!%,,.!D%0%!&/66%&)%2+!20'%2!(/0!"!D%%K+!0%@*201)%2+!S6%1&@%2!YVl!1o5%/5.!./65)'/-[!(/0!E3G!4'-!)/!.)'4561)%!@1)&@'-,!1-2!.5S.%o5%-)6*!@1)&@%2!5-2%0! 21*6',@)! 614$.! '-! 10)'('&'16! !"#$%&"! 4%2'54! Y<>19d! m6J)),%-! %)! 16:! "ZZG!4/2'('%2!1()%0!HS%0)!%)!16:!"ZZj[:!X%.56)'-,!N"!6'-%.!D%0%!1.%a5166*!$0/$1,1)%2!1-2!
! VV!
D%0%!)@%-!166/D%2!)/!$0/25&%!0%.)'-,!%,,.!S*!.%6('-,:!?@%.%!%,,.!D%0%!&/66%&)%2!1-2!@1)&@%2!1.!2%.&0'S%2!1S/B%!1-2!)@%!0%.56)'-,!NE!0%&/4S'-1-).!D%0%!K%$)!1.!1.%a516!6'-%.! 5-)'6! )%.)%2! (/0! 0%.'.)1-&%:! _-! )/)16! D%! $0/25&%2! )@'0)%%-! N"! &6/-%.+! %1&@! /(!D@'&@!D1.!5.%2!)/!$0/25&%!1-!NE!$1-%6d!E!(/0!)@%!XX3$10%-)!a!##3$10%-)!&0/..+!j!(/0!)@%!XX3$10%-)!a!#X3$10%-)!&0/..!1-2!Q!(/0!)@%!XX3$10%-)!a!X#3$10%-)!&0/..!YN',50%!"[:! ?@%! 0%.'.)1-&%! $@%-/)*$%! /(! %1&@! &6/-16! 6'-%! D1.! 2%)%04'-%2! S*! '-2'B'25166*!%a$/.'-,!G!1-'416.!/(!%1&@!&6/-%!)/!VFFF!(65/0%.&%-)6*!61S%6%2!.$/0%.!/(!)@%!$101.')%!Y7"!/0!7"Z[! '-!E:V!4P!/(!4%2'54! (/0!QF!4'-:!?@'.!D1.!2/-%! '-! )@%!210K! )/! 1B/'2!S6%1&@'-,!/(! )@%!2*%:!<()%0! '-&5S1)'/-!@/.).!D%0%!&@%&K%2!(/0!.$/0%!1))1&@4%-)!)/!)@%'0!/%./$@1,5.!D')@!1! (65/0%.&%-&%!4'&0/.&/$%:!<))1&@4%-)! '-2'&1)%.! .5&&%..(56!'-(%&)'/-+!D@'6%!61&K!)@%0%/(!'-2'&1)%.!0%.'.)1-&%!Y(/0!2%)1'6.!.%%!>5-%15!%)!16:!EF""[:!
.
N%8+<1&3%-1)&"*0--! H1&@! /(! )@%! (/50! $10%-).! YXX+! X#+! #X! 1-2! ##[! 1-2! )@0%%! !@- 2":%"! &6/-%.!&/66%&)%2!(0/4!R%041-*+!g5-,10*!1-2!N'-61-2!Y>H3R"3FT+!gA3gc3E+!N_3m%613"j3"F[!D%0%!%a$/.%2!'-2'B'25166*!)/!('B%!2'((%0%-)!/@-)"230"!'./61)%.!Y.14$6%2!(0/4!X5..'1!Y'./61)%.!"+!E+!Q!W!G[!1-2!#D')=%061-2!Y'./61)%!V[[:!H',@)%%-!G3T!21*.!/62!(%416%.!$%0!)0%1)4%-)!Y$10%-)!!/@-)"230"!'./61)%!&/4S'-1)'/-.!1-2!&/-)0/6!!/@-)"230"!'./61)%[!&/4S'-1)'/-.!D%0%!'-2'B'25166*!$61&%2!'-)/!"FF34P!`10.!&/-)1'-'-,!EF!4P!/(!<>19:!c-%!@5-20%2!)@/5.1-2!.$/0%.!/(!)@%!'./61)%.!D%0%!122%2!)/!%1&@!`10!1-2!1()%0!/-%!@/50!)@%!%a$/.%2!@/.).!D%0%!(%2!E!9'/!16,1%!&%66.!%1&@:!?@%!1-'416.!D%0%!(%2!%B%0*!21*!E!9'/!16,1%!&%66.! (/0!/-%!D%%K+! `10.!D%0%!)@%-!)/$$%2!5$!)/!jF!4P!<>19!1-2!(%%2'-,!D1.! '-&0%1.%2! )/! Q!9'/! 16,1%! &%66.! $%0! 21*:! N0/4! )@%-! /-+! 166! @/.).!D%0%!)01-.(%00%2!)/! (0%.@!<>19!'-!D%%K6*! '-)%0B16.!1-2! (%%2'-,!D1.! '-&0%1.%2!)/!V!9'/!16,1%!&%66.!$%0!21*:!<()%0!GE!21*.+!)@%!%a$%0'4%-)!D1.!)%04'-1)%2!1-2!)@%!'-(%&)'/-!.)1)5.!/(!%1&@!@/.)!D1.!&@%&K%2!5-2%0!1!$@1.%!&/-)01.)!4'&0/.&/$%!Y41,-'('&1)'/-!GFFa[:!g/.).!)@1)!2'%2!250'-,!)@%!%a$%0'4%-)!D%0%!16./!&@%&K%2!(/0!)@%'0!'-(%&)'/-!.)1)5.:!!!!
! VT!













QI.1#"+'*.$*+(.)".,4)*.*,$(NA.7@'3.o510%!)%.).!(/0!)@%!2'((%0%-&%!S%)D%%-!/S.%0B%2!1-2!%a$%&)%2! &/5-).! 10%! ,'B%-:!Ha$%&)%2!B165%.! '-! &0/..%.!"! 1-2!E! 10%!4%-2%6'1-!$0/$/0)'/-.+!'-!&0/..!Q!)@%*!D%0%!&16&561)%2!5.'-,!1!.)1)'.)'&!4/2%6!&/4$5)%2!'-!X:!
P F1 F2 (Ntotal) Chi
 2 p-value
replicates RR RS SR SS RR RS SR SS
cross 1 pattern A
SR-parent * RR-parent cross 3 selfed 1 98 76.5 0 23.5 0 75.0 0 25.0 0 0.12 0.81
cross 3 selfed 2 85 76.5 0 23.5 0 75.0 0 25.0 0 0.10 0.81
cross 3 selfed 3 103 74.8 0 25.2 0 75.0 0 25.0 0 0.00 1.00
cross 3 selfed 4 40 77.5 0 22.5 0 75.0 0 25.0 0 0.13 0.86
cross 3-A pooled 326 76.3 0 23.7 0 75.0 0 25.0 0 0.20 0.71
cross 1 pattern B
SR-parent * RR-parent cross 3 selfed 5 98 70.4 0 0 29.6 75.0 0 0 25.0 1.10 0.35
cross 3 selfed 6 105 72.4 0 0 27.6 75.0 0 0 25.0 0.38 0.58
cross 3 selfed 7 94 69.1 0 0 30.9 75.0 0 0 25.0 1.72 0.23
cross 3 selfed 8 96 71.9 0 0 28.1 75.0 0 0 25.0 0.50 0.55
cross 3-B pooled 393 71.0 0 0 29.0 75.0 0 0 25.0 3.37 0.08
cross 2
SS-parent * RR-parent cross 2 selfed 1 102 77.5 0 0 22.5 75.0 0 0 25.0 0.33 0.67
cross 2 selfed 2 104 77.9 0 0 22.1 75.0 0 0 25.0 0.46 0.57
cross 2 pooled 206 77.7 0 0 22.3 75.0 0 0 25.0 0.78 0.41
cross 3
RS-parent * RR-parent cross 1 selfed 1 341 72.7 26.1 0.9 0.3 75.0 23.1 1.8 0.1 4.12 0.22
cross 1 selfed 2 146 71.9 24.0 4.1 0 75.0 23.1 1.8 0.1 4.62 0.21
cross 1 selfed 3 379 73.4 24.5 2.1 0 75.0 23.1 1.8 0.1 1.13 0.75
cross 1 pooled 866 72.6 24.9 2.4 0.1 75.0 23.1 1.8 0.1 2.14 0.51
F2 (%observed) F2 (%expected)
!!!!
?#<'+. IA.V$,6-B+.-3. )"3+6,)-". ,&)#'*.H),4. D. )*-'#,+*. -3.2"0.-(&3"6 &"D'0". #"(.
,4+.W.1#&+",.6'-"+*.$*+(.)".,4)*.*,$(NA._-!&/-)01.)!)/!)@%!$101.')%!&6/-%.!5.%2!)/!)%.)! )@%! ,%-%)'&! &0/..%.+. )./61)%.! 41*! &/-)1'-! 4/0%! )@1-! /-%! $101.')%! ,%-/)*$%+!D@'&@! &1-! 0%.56)! '-! 1! 45&@! 4/0%! &/-)'-5/5.! '-(%&)'/-! 01-,%:! _-.5(('&'%-)! .$/0%!41)%0'16!D1.!1B1'61S6%!(/0!'./61)%!E!)/!%a$/.%!166!@/.)!,%-/)*$%.!Y)@%0%(/0%!)@%!X#3$10%-)!1-2!>H3R3"FT!D%0%!/4'))%2[:!7%66!%-)0'%.!10%!)@%!-54S%0!/(!'-(%&)%2!1-'416.!/B%0!)@%!-54S%0!/(!166!)%.)%2!1-'416.:!
Host genotype isolate 1 isolate 2 isolate 3 isolate 4 isolate 5
RR-parent 2/15 9/15 11/16 6/18 0/15
RS-parent 3/11 - 9/14 3/14 0/10
SR-parent 5/14 9/15 5/15 6/18 0/16
SS-parent 4/17 10/13 5/14 5/14 0/8
DE-G1-06 3/11 - 4/13 9/16 1/16
HU-HO-2 2/13 10/15 3/11 10/11 0/11




?#<'+. KA. >)&+6,. ,+*,*. 3-&. &+6-B<)"#,)-"5. 6-B1#&)*-". <+,H++". ,4&++. *,$()+*A!?@'.! D/0K! 1-2! )@1)! /(! P5'`&Ka! %)! 16:! YEF"Q[! 1-2! X/5))5! W! HS%0)! Y'-! $0%$[! 166!'-B%.)',1)%.!,%-%)'&!&0/..%.!D')@!0%.$%&)!)/!0%.'.)1-&%!)/!/@-)"230":!7/4$10'-,!)@%!/5)&/4%!/(! )@%!.%6('-,!/(!2/5S6%!@%)%0/=*,/)%.!/(! )@%.%!.)52'%.! '.!1!2'0%&)! )%.)! (/0!2%)%&)'-,! 0%&/4S'-1)'/-:! R%-/)*$%.! /(! )@%! 2/5S6%! @%)%0=*,/)%.! YN"[+! )@%! 6/&'!S%)D%%-! D@'&@! 0%&/4S'-1)'/-! 41*! S%! 2%)%&)%2! S*! )@%.%! &0/..%.+! )@%! -54S%0! /(!0%&/4S'-1-).!(/5-2!1-2!)@%!)/)16!-54S%0!/(!/((.$0'-,!$0/25&%2!10%!'-2'&1)%2:!c-6*!q&0/..!Qp!(0/4!)@%!$0%.%-)!.)52*!(/5-2!0%&/4S'-1-).:!
expected
Dataset F1 recombinating F2 F2
genotype loci Nrecombinants Ntotal
Cross 1B and 2
This study aaBbCc B-C 0 600
Cross 3
This study AaBbCc A-B & B-C 18 866
Complex crossing scheme
Luijckx et al. (2013) AaBbcc A-B 0 118
QTL Panel 





R$11'+B+",#&N. ?#<'+. @A. /-B1#&)*-". -3. ,H-. 1&+0)-$*. C@L'-6$*. #"(. IL'-6)G.
B-(+'*. #"(. ,4+. "+H. CKL'-6)G.B-(+'. 3-&.E"4/)3"L2"0.-(&3". )",+&#6,)-"*A! <! e3e!.)1-2.! '-! (/0! 1-! 166%6%! )@1)! @1.! -/! '-(65%-&%! /-! )@%! ('-16! $@%-/)*$%:! ! '-2'&1)%.!4/2%6.!1.!@*$/)@%.'=%2!S*!P5'`&Ka!%)!16:!YEF"Q[:!
Host genotypes Exposure outcome with Infection
parasite genotypes Phenotype
One-Locus Model* Two-Loci Model* Three-Loci Model C1 C19 Abbreviation
w- -  ----C- resistant resistant RR
xx AA-- AA--cc resistant susceptible RS
xy/xz Aa-- Aa--cc resistant susceptible RS
yy/yz aaB- aaB-cc susceptible resistant SR




R$11'+B+",#&N. ?#<'+. IA. R,#,)*,)6#'. ,+*,*. -3. 6&-**. @. $"(+&. ,4&++. ()33+&+",.
+S1+6,#,)-"*A.7@'3.o510%.!D%0%!$%0(/04%2!D')@!EFFF!9/-)%!7106/! .'4561)'/-.! '-!)@%!./()D10%!X:!NE!%a$%&)%2!B165%.!(/0! q-/!6'-K1,%p!1-2! q(566! 6'-K1,%p!10%!4%-2%6'1-!$0/$/0)'/-.+!(/0! q/$)'416p!)@%*!D%0%!&16&561)%2!5.'-,!1!.)1)'.)'&!4/2%6!&/4$5)%2!'-!X:!
F2 (Ntotal) Chi
2 p-value
RR RS SR SS RR RS SR SS
RS-parent RR-parent 866 72.67 24.87 2.37 0.10 75 18.75 4.69 1.56 7.8341 0.0511
RS-parent RR-parent 866 72.67 24.87 2.37 0.10 75 25 0 0 3.35E+13 0.0005
RS-parent RR-parent 866 72.67 24.87 2.37 0.10 75 23.05 1.82 0.12 2.14 0.5112
P F2 (%observed) F2 (%expected)
cross 1: no linkage







:.B-(+'A!A$$%0!41)0'ad!41)0'a!/(!$/..'S6%!NE!,%-/)*$%.:!P/D%0!41)0'ad!41)0'a!/(!$@%-/)*$%.! &/00%.$/-2'-,! )/! )@%! 5$$%0! 41)0'a:! R0%%-! 2%-/)%.! 2/5S6%! 0%.'.)1-&%!YXX[+!*%66/D!0%.'.)1-&%!)/!7"!1-2!.5.&%$)'S'6')*!)/!7"Z!YX#[+!S65%!.5.&%$)'S'6')*!)/!7"!1-2!0%.'.)1-&%!)/!7"Z!Y#X[!1-2!0%2!2/5S6%!.5.&%$)'S'6')*!Y##[:!
Q
CBa cbA cBa CbA CBA cba cBA Cba
CBa CCBBaa CcBbaA CcBBaa CCBbaA CCBBaA CcBbaa CcBBaA CCBbaa
cbA cCbBAa ccbbAA ccbBAa cCbbAA cCbBAA ccbbAa ccbBAA cCbbAa
cBa cCBBaa ccBbaA ccBBaa cCBbaA cCBBaA ccBbaa ccBBaA cCBbaa
CbA CCbBAa CcbbAA CcbBAa CCbbAA CCbBAA CcbbAa CcbBAA CCbbAa
CBA CCBBAa CcBbAA CcBBAa CCBbAA CCBBAA CcBbAa CcBBAA CCBbAa
cba cCbBaa ccbbaA ccbBaa cCbbaA cCbBaA ccbbaa ccbBaA cCbbaa
cBA cCBBAa ccBbAA ccBBAa cCBbAA cCBBAA ccBbAa ccBBAA cCBbAa
Cba CCbBaa CcbbaA CcbBaa CCbbaA CCbBaA Ccbbaa CcbBaA CCbbaa
CBa cbA cBa CbA CBA cba cBA Cba
CBa RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
cbA RR RS RS RR RR RS RS RR
cBa RR RS SR RR RR SR RS RR
CbA RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
CBA RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
cba RR RS SR RR RR SS RS RR
cBA RR RS RS RR RR RS RS RR
Cba RR RR RR RR RR RR RR RR
Matrix of possible offspring genotypes
Matrix of phenotypes corresponding to offspring genotypes
.
! TV!
Q)%$&+. @A. X. /&-**)"%. *64+B+. #""-,#,+(. H),4. &+*)*,#"6+. 1&-3)'+*. -3. E"4/)3"6































































n=28 n=36 n=16n=17all 100% RR







R R R R
R R R R
R R R RR R
R R
R R









































































4 rep. crosses 4 rep. crosses
R R
R R R R
R R R R







left side: infection phenotype to C1







Q)%$&+. IA. Y+"+,)6. #&64),+6,$&+. -3. 4-*,. &+*)*,#"6+A! g/.)! ,%-%)'&.! 5-2%06*'-,!









B   b
A   a




&+6-B<)"#,)-". &#,+*. <+,H++". ,4+. ;. #"(. [. #"(. ,4+. [. #"(. /. '-6)A.<! 0%2! &0/..!'-2'&1)%.!)@%!/$)'416!%.)'41)%!(/0!B165%.!/(!0%&/4S'-1)'/-!01)%!"!1-2!0%&/4S'-1)'/-!01)%!E!)/!%a$61'-!)@%!$0/$/0)'/-.!/(!$@%-/)*$%.!/S)1'-%2!'-!&0/..!Q:!
! .
! Tb!














































































































































































































































































































































































































,-./'*012&3)#34"56 73)*3)%0+! I%! &/66%&)%2! !"#$%&"- 2":%"! @/.).! (0/4! 1! -1)5016!$/$561)'/-!'-!#D')=%061-2!K-/D-!)/!&/-)1'-!/-6*!)D/!0%.'.)1-&%!$@%-/)*$%.!h!/-%!)@1)!'.!4/0%!0%.'.)1-)!)/!6/&16!.)01'-.!/(!').!S1&)%0'16!$101.')%!/"01+()&"-)"230"+!1-2!/-%!)@1)!'.!4/0%!.5.&%$)'S6%!)/!)@%!$101.')%:!I%!$1'0%2!@/.).!/(!/$$/.'-,!0%.'.)1-&%!$@%-/)*$%! 1-2! &/4$%)%2! )@%4! '-! 4%./3! /0! 4'&0/&/.4.! 5-2%0! .%4'3-1)5016! /0!&/-)0/66%2! &/-2')'/-.! '-! )@%! 1S.%-&%! /(! )@%! $101.')%:! <()%0! )D/! 4/-)@.! )@%!$0/$/0)'/-! /(! 0%.'.)1-)! @/.).! D1.! o51-)'('%2:! c50! %a$%0'4%-).! 2'2! -/)! .@/D! 1-*!'-2'&1)'/-!/(!1!&/.)!/(!0%.'.)1-&%!'-!)@'.!.*.)%4:!
8')#5(03')0+! c50! ('-2'-,.! 2/! -/)! '-2'&1)%! )@1)! 0%.'.)1-&%! '.! 2%)%&)1S6*!2'.12B1-)1,%/5.! '-!)@%!1S.%-&%!/(!)@%!$101.')%:!?@5.!D%!2/!-/)!)@'-K!)@1)!&/.).!/(!0%.'.)1-&%!$61*!1!41`/0!0/6%!'-!)@%!41'-)%-1-&%!/(!$/6*4/0$@'.4!(/0!0%.'.)1-&%!1-2!&/3%B/65)'/-!'-!)@'.!!"#$%&"!$/$561)'/-:!_-!6',@)!/(!/50!0%.56).+!D%!2'.&5..!$5)1)'B%!.)05&)50%.! /(! 0%.'.)1-&%! ,%-%.! 1-2! '4$6'&1)'/-.! (/0! )@%! ,%-%)'&.! 5-2%06*'-,! @/.)3$101.')%!&/3%B/65)'/-!'-!)@'.!.*.)%4:!
! b"!
!",&-($6,)-"!!A-2%0.)1-2'-,! )@%! 4%&@1-'.4.! /(! &/3%a'.)%-&%! /(! @/.).! 1-2! $101.')%.! 1-2! )@%'0!&/-.%o5%-&%.! (/0! )@%! %B/65)'/-! /(! 0%.'.)1-&%! 1-2! '-(%&)'B')*! '.! /-%! /(! )@%! &%-)016!o5%.)'/-.! /(! )@%! %B/65)'/-10*! .)52*! /(! '-(%&)'/5.! 2'.%1.%.:! ?@'.! o5%.)'/-! '.! (10!0%1&@'-,!D')@!'4$6'&1)'/-.!-/)!/-6*!'-!)@%!('%62.!/(! '445-/6/,*!1-2!%$'2%4'/6/,*+!S5)!16./!1,0'&56)50%+!%&/6/,*!1-2!&/-.%0B1)'/-!S'/6/,*!YR16B1-'!EFFQn!g52./-!%)!16:!EFFTn!9/0,1-!1-2!I166!EFFZ[:!I')@!@',@%0!0%$0/25&)'/-!01)%.+!.@/0)%0!,%-%01)'/-!)'4%.+! 5.5166*! 610,%0! $/$561)'/-! .'=%.! 1-2! @1$6/'2! ,%-/4%.+! $101.')%.! @1B%! )@%!$/)%-)'16! 12B1-)1,%! /(! 01$'26*! '-&0%1.'-,! )@%! (0%o5%-&*! /(! (1B/01S6%! ,%-/)*$%.! '-!)@%'0! $/$561)'/-! Yg14'6)/-! %)! 16:! "ZZFn! R1-2/-! 1-2! 9'&@161K'.! EFFE[:!L/6*4/0$@'.4!(/0!0%.'.)1-&%!'-!)@%!@/.)!$/$561)'/-!1-2!)@%!@',@!0%$0/25&)'/-!01)%!/(! $101.')%.! 6%12.! )/! )@%! 01$'2! .$0%12! /(! $10)'&5610! '-(%&)'/5.! $101.')%! ,%-/)*$%.!1S6%!)/! '-(%&)!.5.&%$)'S6%!@/.).!D')@!)@%!&/-.%o5%-&%!/(!)@%'0!%6'4'-1)'/-!(0/4!)@%!$/$561)'/-+!56)'41)%6*!6%12'-,!)/!)@%!%6'4'-1)'/-!/(!)@%!$101.')%!25%!)/!)@%!1S.%-&%!/(! .5.&%$)'S6%! @/.).:! R'B%-! )@%.%! 2*-14'&.+! )@%! 41'-)%-1-&%! /(! .5.&%$)'S6%!,%-/)*$%.!'-!$101.')'=%2!@/.)!$/$561)'/-.!Y710'5.!%)!16:!EFF"n!L/56'-!EFFbn!I/6'-.K1!1-2!#$11K!EFFZ[+!1$$%10.!$1012/a'&16:!!?@%! .)1S6%! &/%a'.)%-&%! /(! @/.).! 1-2! $101.')%.! -%&%..')1)%.! )@1)! -%')@%0!5-'B%0.166*! 0%.'.)1-)! @/.)! ,%-/)*$%.! -/0! 5-'B%0.166*! '-(%&)'/5.! $101.')%! ,%-/)*$%.!,/! )/! ('a1)'/-! '-! )@%! $/$561)'/-:! ?D/! &/4$%)'-,! @*$/)@%.%.! &1-! %a$61'-! @/D!$/6*4/0$@'.4! (/0! 0%.'.)1-&%! 1-2! '-(%&)'B')*! &1-! S%!41'-)1'-%2! '-! 1! @/.)3$101.')%!.*.)%4:!?@%!&/.)!/(!0%.'.)1-&%!@*$/)@%.'.!'.!S1.%2!/-!)012%3/((.!Y#)%10-.!"ZZE[!1-2!$/.').! )@1)! 0%.'.)1-&%! )01').! 10%! &/.)6*! )/! %B/6B%+! 41'-)1'-! /0! 2%$6/*! Y91*! 1-2!<-2%0./-! "ZjQ[:! ?@%! &/.).! '-&500%2! S*! 0%.'.)1-)! @/.).! 10%! &/4$%-.1)%2! S*! )@%!12B1-)1,%!)@1)!0%.'.)1-&%!$0/B'2%.!'-!)@%!$0%.%-&%!/(!)@%!$101.')%:!_-!1S.%-&%!/(!)@%!$101.')%+! )@%.%! &/.).! S502%-! 0%.'.)1-)! @/.).! &/4$%)'-,! D')@! )@%'0! .5.&%$)'S6%!&/5-)%0$10).! (/0! 0%./50&%.:! _(! $101.')%! /&&500%-&%! B10'%.! '-! .$1&%! 1-2! )'4%+! /0! '-!.)0%-,)@+! 0%.'.)1-&%! $/6*4/0$@'.4! &1-! S%! 41'-)1'-%2! '-! )@%! @/.)! $/$561)'/-!
! bE!
D')@/5)!)@%!-%%2!(/0!,%-%)'&!$/6*4/0$@'.4!'-!)@%!$101.')%!$/$561)'/-!Y<,01D16!1-2!P'B%6*!EFFE[!/0!@/.)3$101.')%!&/3%B/65)'/-10*!2*-14'&.!Y#1.1K'!1-2!R/2(01*!"ZZZ[:!?@%!.%&/-2!&/44/-6*!$0/$/.%2!4%&@1-'.4! )/!41'-)1'-!$/6*4/0$@'.4! (/0!0%.'.)1-&%! 1-2! '-(%&)'B')*! '-! @/.)3$101.')%! $/$561)'/-.! '.! &/3%B/65)'/-! S*! -%,1)'B%!(0%o5%-&*32%$%-2%-)! .%6%&)'/-:! ?@'.! 4%&@1-'.4+! /()%-! 0%(%00%2! )/! 1.! X%2! r5%%-!2*-14'&.+!$/.').!)@1)!)@%0%!'.!1-!12B1-)1,%!(/0!010%!@/.)!1-2!$101.')%!,%-/)*$%.!)@1)!0%.56).!'-!1!&/-.)1-)!)50-/B%0!'-!@/.)!1-2!$101.')%!,%-/)*$%.!1-2!$0%B%-).!&/44/-!,%-/)*$%.!(0/4!,/'-,!)/!('a1)'/-!Y;1%-'K%!"Zbjn!g14'6)/-!"ZjFn!N01-K!"ZZG[:!?@%.%!2*-14'&.!0%o5'0%! )@1)!@/.)!$/$561)'/-.+!D@'&@!/()%-!@1B%! 6/-,%0!,%-%01)'/-! )'4%.!1-2! .6/D%0! 45)1)'/-! 01)%.! )@1-! $101.')%.+! ,%-%01)%! ,%-/)*$'&! B10'1)'/-! )@0/5,@!./4%!4%&@1-'.4! /)@%0! )@1-!45)1)'/-! (0%o5%-)6*! %-/5,@! )/! K%%$! $1&%!D')@! )@%'0!01$'26*!%B/6B'-,!$101.')%.:!?@5.!)@%!41'-)%-1-&%!/(!$/6*4/0$@'.4!(/0!0%.'.)1-&%!'-!)@%!@/.)!$/$561)'/-!41*!S%!&/5$6%2!D')@!)@%!41'-)%-1-&%!/(!.%a516!0%$0/25&)'/-!1.!1! 4%&@1-'.4! /(! &0%1)'/-! /(! ,%-%)'&! 2'B%0.')*! B'1! 0%&/4S'-1)'/-! Yg14'6)/-! "ZjFn!P'B%6*!EF"F[:!<.!0%./50&%.!10%!6'4')%2+!)@%'0!'-B%.)4%-)!'-!&/.)6*!)01').!.5&@!1.!0%.'.)1-&%!41*! &/4%! 1)! )@%! %a$%-.%! /(! /)@%0! )01').! Y#@%62/-! 1-2! i%0@56.)! "ZZT[:! ?@%0%(/0%!&/.).! /(! 0%.'.)1-&%! .@/562! S%! 2%)%&)1S6%! 1.! -%,1)'B%! ,%-%)'&! &/B10'1-&%.! S%)D%%-!2'((%0%-)!)01').:!X%./50&%.!166/&1)%2!'-! 6/-,%B')*!/0!(%&5-2')*!@1B%!$0%B'/5.6*!S%%-!(/5-2! )/! S%! 0%2'0%&)%2! )/D102.! '445-')*! '-! 0%.'.)1-)! 1-'416.! YI%S.)%0! 1-2!I//6@/5.%!"ZZZn!<@4%2!%)!16:!EFFEn!9&m%1-!%)!16:!EFFj[:!9%1.50'-,!0%$0/25&)'B%!01)%+!6'(%)'4%!0%$0/25&)'/-+!6/-,%B')*+!/0!1-*!&/4S'-1)'/-!/(!)@%.%!S%)D%%-!0%.'.)1-)!1-2!.5.&%$)'S6%!@/.).!41*!)@5.!S%!0%B%16'-,!/(!)@%!%a'.)%-&%!/(!&/.).!/(!0%.'.)1-&%:!?@%!!"#$%&"-2":%"-G-/"01+()&"-)"230"!@/.)3$101.')%!.*.)%4!'.!'2%166*!.5')%2!(/0! '-B%.)',1)'-,! $/)%-)'16! &/.).! /(! 0%.'.)1-&%! 1.! "[! )@%! @/.)+! !@- 2":%"+! &1-!0%$0/25&%!&6/-166*!166/D'-,!(/0!0%$6'&1)'/-!1)!)@%!,%-/)*$'&!6%B%6+!E[!0%.'.)1-&%!)/!/@-
)"230"! '.! 1! S'-10*! )01')! Y*%.z-/[! )@1)! &1-!S%! %1.'6*! 2%)%04'-%2!D')@! 1!$@%-/)*$%!1..1*+!1-2!Q[!)@%!,%-%)'&!10&@')%&)50%!/(!0%.'.)1-&%!D1.!0%&%-)6*!2%.&0'S%2!YP5'`&Ka!%)! 16:! EF"E+! EF"Q! 1-2! 9%)=,%0! %)! 16:! '-! $0%$[:! <6)/,%)@%0! )@'.! 166/D.! 0%$6'&1)%2!&/4$%)')'/-! %a$%0'4%-).! )/! S%! &/-25&)%2! S%)D%%-! !@- 2":%"! &6/-%.! /(! 2'((%0'-,!
! bQ!
0%.'.)1-&%! $@%-/)*$%.! )/! 2%)%04'-%! '(! )@%! 4/0%! 0%.'.)1-)! $@%-/)*$%! S%10.! 1!.',-'('&1-)!&/4$%)')'B%!2'.12B1-)1,%:!!_-! )@%! $0%.%-)! .)52*! D%! 1))%4$)! )/! 2%)%&)! (')-%..! &/.).! S*! 4%1.50'-,! )@%!/5)&/4%! /(! &/4$%)')'/-! %a$%0'4%-).!D@%0%! 10)'('&'16! $/$561)'/-.! .)10)%2!D')@! "F!0%.'.)1-)! @/.)! (%416%.! 1-2! "F! .5.&%$)'S6%! @/.)! (%416%.!D%0%! K%$)! '-! .%4'3-1)5016!&/-2')'/-.!'-!4%./&/.4.!/0!'-!&/-)0/66%2!&/-2')'/-.!'-!4'&0/&/.4.!(/0!E!4/-)@.:!<)!)@%!%-2!/(!)@%!%a$%0'4%-)+!166!'-2'B'2516.!'-!%1&@!$/$561)'/-!Y'-&652'-,!$10%-).!1-2!$10)@%-/,%-%)'&! /((.$0'-,[! D%0%! 1..1*%2! )/! 2%)%04'-%! D@'&@! $@%-/)*$%! /(! %1&@!$1'0!@12!1!@',@%0!(')-%..:!I%!2'2!-/)!('-2!1-*!'-2'&1)'/-!(/0!)@%!%a'.)%-&%!/(!1!&/.)!/(!0%.'.)1-&%@!!!
=#,+&)#'*.#"(.=+,4-(*!!
M1(?,-0,01+2-
!"#$%&"- 2":%"+! )@%! @/.)+! '.! 1! (1&56)1)'B%! $10)@%-/,%-%)'&! (0%.@D1)%0!&05.)1&%1-! YL@*66/$/21d! 7612/&%01[:! #%a516! 0%$0/25&)'/-! '.! %-B'0/-4%-)166*!'-25&%2+! 1-2! (%416%.! 0%$0/25&%! 1.%a5166*! D@%-! 41'-)1'-%2! '-! /$)'416!%-B'0/-4%-)16! &/-2')'/-.! Y%:,:! 21*! 6%-,)@+! )%4$%01)50%+! D1)%0! B/654%[:! <.%a516!0%$0/25&)'/-! &1-! *'%62! 5$! )/! |VF! /((.$0'-,! %B%0*! G! 21*.! Y1)! EF{7[+! 1-2! )'4%! )/!41)501)'/-!'.!5.5166*!T!)/!"E!21*.!/0!6/-,%0!D@%-!2'%)!'.!0%.)0'&)%2:!!@-2":%"!(%%2.!S*!('6)%0'-,!$10)'&6%.!/5)!/(!)@%!D1)%0!.5&@!1.!S1&)%0'1!1-2!16,1%:!
/"01+()&"- )"230"+! )@%! $101.')%+! '.! 1! ,0143$/.')'B%! %-2/.$/0%! (/04'-,!S1&)%0'54!)@1)! '-(%&).!!@-2":%":! _-(%&)'/-!/&&50.!250'-,! ('6)%0!1-2!2%$/.')! (%%2'-,!D@%-!.$/0%.!/(!)@%!S1&)%0'54!10%!$'&K%2!5$!(0/4!)@%!.%2'4%-)!1-2!'-,%.)%2:!>50'-,!)@'.! $0/&%..! )@%! .$/0%.! 1&)'B1)%! 1-2! 1))1&@! )/! )@%! &5)'&6%! /(! )@%! .5.&%$)'S6%! @/.).p!/%./$@1,5.:!_-!0%.'.)1-)!@/.).+!1))1&@4%-)!2/%.!-/)!/&&50!Y>5-%15!%)!16:!EF""[:!<.!1-! /S6',1)%! %-2/$101.')%+! /@- )"230"! D'66! 0%$0/25&%! &6/-166*! D')@'-! )@%! @/.)! S/2*!&1B')*!1-2!56)'41)%6*!$0/25&%!-%D!.$/0%.+!1!&/.)6*!$0/&%..!(/0!)@%!@/.)!)@1)!'-25&%.!&1.)01)'/-!1-2!,',1-)'.4!1-2!%-2.!D')@!@/.)!2%1)@:!<()%0!2%1)@+!)@%!2%&1*'-,!&/0$.%!
! bG!
/(!)@%!@/.)!0%6%1.%.!)@%!.$/0%.!/(!)@%!S1&)%0'54!S1&K!)/!)@%!.%2'4%-):!?@%!.$/0%.!/(!)@%!S1&)%0'54!&1-!0%41'-!'-(%&)'/5.!'-!)@%!.%2'4%-)!(/0!2%&12%.!Y>%&1%.)%&K%0!%)!16:!EFFbn!<-201.!%)!16:!'-!$0%$[:!!!!
M<)++%&%:-83)-)+0&01"%<+-I%! &/66%&)%2! @5-20%2.! /(! 6'B%! @/.).! (0/4! P1K%! <%,%6.%%! YGb{QQkEZM+! j{V"kGQH[!-%10! N015%-(%62+! #D')=%061-2+! 01'.%2! )@%4! '-2'B'25166*! '-! )@%! 61S+! 1-2! 6%)! )@%4!0%$0/25&%! $10)@%-/,%-%)'&166*! )/! /S)1'-! './(%416%! 6'-%.:! <66! 6'-%.! D%0%! '-')'166*!)0%1)%2!D')@!)@%!S0/123.$%&)054!1-)'S'/)'&!)%)01&*&6'-%!)/!&6%10!$/)%-)'16!'-(%&)'/-.!1-2!)@%-!K%$)!&6/-166*!5-2%0!&/-)0/66%2!&/-2')'/-.!(/0!.%B%016!,%-%01)'/-.!'-!/02%0!)/!4'-'4'=%!41)%0-16!%((%&).:!_-!122')'/-+!&6/-16!&56)50%.!D%0%!%a14'-%2!0%,56106*!)/!%-.50%! )@1)! )@%*!D%0%! (0%%!/(! '-(%&)'/-!$0'/0! )/! )@%'0!5.%! '-! %a$%0'4%-).:! L101.')%!41)%0'16!D1.!/S)1'-%2!(0/4!&%-.&.3!&6/-16!&56)50%.!'-!/50!61S:!#$/0%.!/(!)@%!$101.')%!&1-! S%! 61S%6%2! D')@! (65/0%.&%-)! 2*%! 1-2+! 1()%0! %a$/.'-,! @/.).! )/! )@%.%! 61S%6%2!.$/0%.+! (65/0%.&%-&%!4'&0/.&/$*!&1-!S%!5.%2!)/!2%)%&)!1))1&@4%-)!/(!)@%!.$/0%.!)/!)@%! /%./$@1,5.! /(! .5.&%$)'S6%! @/.).! Y>5-%15! %)! 16:! EF""[:! C*! %a$/.'-,! @/.).! )/!2'((%0%-)! /@- )"230"! .)01'-.! 61S%6%2! D')@! 2'((%0%-)! &/6/0%2! 2*%.+! ')! '.! $/..'S6%! )/!.'456)1-%/5.6*! 4%1.50%! @/.)! 0%.'.)1-&%! D')@! 0%.$%&)! )/! 456)'$6%! $101.')%!,%-/)*$%.:! A.'-,! )@'.! .'4$6%! 1..1*+!D%! &@101&)%0'=%2! )@%! 0%.'.)1-&%! $@%-/)*$%! /(!%1&@!!@-2":%"! &6/-%!D')@!0%.$%&)! )/! )D/!&6/-16!,%-/)*$%.!/(!/@- )"230"+! &6/-%.!7"!1-2! 7"Z! YP5'`&Ka! %)! 16:! EF""[:! ?@%.%! )D/! &6/-%.! D%0%! &/66%&)%2! '-! X5..'1! 1-2!R%041-*!0%.$%&)'B%6*+!1-2!10%!-/)!K-/D-!)/!/&&50!'-!P1K%!<%,6%.%%:!g/D%B%0+!)@%*!10%!5.%(56! (/0!S0/12! &@101&)%0'=1)'/-!1-2!2'.)'-&)'/-!/(!@/.)! 0%.'.)1-&%!$@%-/)*$%!Y@%0%1()%0! &166%2! )+0&0131,#+[:! C1.%2! /-! )@'.! 1..1*! )@%0%! 10%! (/50! $/..'S6%! @/.)!0%.'.)/)*$%.+!*%)!1()%0!$@%-/)*$'-,!)@/5.1-2.!/(! './(%416%!6'-%.!/B%0!)@%!&/50.%!/(!('B%!*%10.+!/-6*!)D/!/(!)@%.%!0%.'.)/)*$%.!@1B%!%B%0!S%%-!/S.%0B%2!'-!)@%!<%,6%.%%!$/$561)'/-! Y|bFl! /(! ,%-/)*$%.!D%0%! 7"! W! 7"Z! 0%.'.)1-)n! |QFl!D%0%! 7"! W! 7"Z!.5.&%$)'S6%n!<-201.!%)!16:!'-!$0%$[:!_-(%&)'/-!%a$%0'4%-).!&@166%-,'-,!!@-2":%"!(0/4!)@%!<%,6%.%%!D')@! .)01'-.!/(!/@- )"230"! (0/4! )@%! .14%!$/$561)'/-+!@1B%! (/5-2! )@1)!/-%!/(!)@%.%!)D/!0%.'.)/)*$%.!Y7"!W!7"Z!0%.'.)1-)[!'.!.',-'('&1-)6*!4/0%!0%.'.)1-)!)/!
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Experiment SS RR Total
1) 27 19 46
2) 5 3 8
3) 13 14 27
Total 45 36 81
Percentage 55.56 44.44 100 !!!!!
Q)%$&+. @A. \S1+&)B+",. @. L. V$,6-B+. -3. 6-B1+,),)-". #**#N*. )". B+*-6-*B*. )".
*+B)L"#,$&#'.6-"(),)-"*A!!H.)'41)%2!$0/$/0)'/-!/(!.5.&%$)'S6%!Y0%2[!1-2!0%.'.)1-)!Y,0%%-[!@/.).:!!
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Activation 1 50'000 10 20-99 5 2 2
Attachment 2 5'000 4 20-99 21 3 3
Attachment 3 5'000 8 68-72 5 3 4
Attachment 4 5'000 8 20, 60-80 8 3 5
Proliferation 5 10'000 5 20-99 21 4 6
Proliferation 6 50'000 20 54, 62, 70 3 4 7
Proliferation 7 10'000 7 20, 60, 66-74, 80 8 4 8 .
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 Cesar Metzger 






2010 – 2014 PhD Student 
 Group for Evolutionary Biology, Zoological Institute, University of Basel 
 Thesis Main Topic: Host-parasite interactions in the model system  
 Pasteuria ramosa – Daphnia magna. 
 Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Dieter Ebert 
 
2009 Mandatory active duty in the Swiss Army 
 
2007 – 2009 Master of Science in Evolution and Conservation Biology (M.Sc.) 
 Department of Ecology and Evolution, University of Lausanne 
 Master Thesis: “Testing the Competitive Exclusion Principle using various niche  
  parameters in a native (Natrix maura) and an introduced (N. tessellata) colubrid.” 
  Supervisor: Dr. Philippe Christe 
 Introductive research project: “Local adaptation and color polymorphism distribution 
  in Tawny Owls.” 
  Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Alexandre Roulin 
 
2003 – 2007 Bachelor of Science in Biology (B.Sc.) 
 University of Lausanne, Lausanne, Switzerland.  
 
2003 Studying stay in “Environmental, Population and Organismic Biology” 
January to April University of Colorado, Boulder, CO, USA. 
 
1998 – 2002 Swiss Federal Maturity Diploma (High School) majoring in Sciences 





2008 Swiss Mammals Identification Course 
November Organizer: Musée Cantonal d’Histoire Naturelle (Sion, Valais, Switzerland),  
 CSCF (Centre Suisse de Cartographie de la Faune) and  
 SSBF (Société Suisse de Biologie de la Faune) 
 
2008 Evolutionary Game Theory: An Introduction 
October to December Reading & Discussion Group 
 Group Leaders: C. Clavien (Sociobiology) & C. Sachse (Philosophy/Epistemology),  
 University of Lausanne 
 
2008 Introduction to Field Animal Experimentation 
April Organizer: Inter-University Doctoral Program in Ecology and Evolution of the 
 Universities of Bern, Fribourg, Geneva, Lausanne and Neuchâtel 
 
 
Professional Experience (science only) 
 
2009-2010 Scientific collaborator 
December to January Section of Conservation Biology, Dept. of Environmental Sciences, University of Basel 
 Project: Establishment of microsatellite markers for Vipera ursinii 
 Supervisor: Dr. Sylvain Ursenbacher 
 
2009 Field Research Assistant 
April to August Group Fumagalli, Dept. Ecology and Evolution, UNIL 
 Laboratoire de Biologie de la Conservation, UNIL 
 Bureau d’études AMAIBACH  
 Project: “Study of the hybrid zone of Triturus c. cristatus and T. c. carnifex in 
 Switzerland” 
 
2007 & 2008 Field Research Assistant 
April to September KARCH – Koordinationsstelle für Amphibien- und Reptilienschutz in der Schweiz  
 Project: “Population dynamics control via experimental alien species removal” &  
 Monitoring of the Natrix maura and N. tessellata populations of the Lavaux.” 
 
2007 Undergraduate Research Assistant to Prof. Dr. Claus Wedekind 
 Testing computer-operated Game Theory experimental setups with humans 
 Department of Ecology and Evolution, University of Lausanne 
 
2003 Undergraduate Laboratory Assistant to Prof. Dr. David A. Chiszar 









Teaching Experience (academic) 
 
2013 Zoology “Blockkurs” – Locust Dissection (~7h) 
 Position: Teaching-Assistant 
 3rd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. D. Ebert, University of Basel 
 
2012 Zoology “Blockkurs” – Locust Dissection (~7h) 
 Position: Teaching-Assistant 
 3rd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. D. Ebert, University of Basel 
 
2011 Zoology “Blockkurs” – Undergraduate Research Projects (~60h) 
 Position: Supervisor of a research project (supervising 2 students) 
 3rd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. D. Ebert, University of Basel 
 
2011 Zoology “Blockkurs” – Locust Dissection (~7h) 
 Position: Teaching-Assistant 
 3rd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. D. Ebert, University of Basel 
 
2010 Evolutionary Bioinformatics – Hybrid Course Plenum + Exercises (~6h) 
 Position: Teaching Assistant 
 Master of Sciences in Animal Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Dr. J.-C. Walser, University of Basel 
 
2010 Introduction into Biology – Tutorial Course (6x 1.5h) 
 Position: Teaching-Assistant/Tutor 
 1st year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Coordinator: Prof. Dr. M. Hall, University of Basel 
 
2010 Zoology “Blockkurs” – Undergraduate Research Projects (~60h) 
 Position: Co-supervisor of a research project (supervising 2 students) 
 3rd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. D. Ebert, University of Basel 
 
2010 Zoology “Blockkurs” – Locust Dissection (~7h) 
 Position: Teaching-Assistant 
 3rd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. D. Ebert, University of Basel 
 
2008 Zoology Practicals (~30h) 
 Position: Teaching-Assistant 
 1st year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leader: Prof. Dr. T. Kawecki, University of Lausanne 
 
2008 Animal Keeping in a University Animal Keeping Facility (2x 45 minutes) 
 Position: Invited Teaching-Assistant (Keeping of Reptiles) 
 1st year Animal Keeper Trainees, Course Leader: J. Notari, EPSIC & UNIL 
 
2007 & 2008 Swiss Amphibian Fauna Fieldtrips (8 to 10 fieldtrips/year) 
 Position: Organizer and First Assistant 
 1st and 2nd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students,  
 Course Leaders: Dr. A. Maeder (2007) & Prof. Dr. T. Kawecki (2008), UNIL 
 
! "GE!
2007 & 2008 Swiss Amphibian Fauna Lecture (45 minutes/year) 
 Position: Invited Lecturer 
 1st and 2nd year Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Students, 
 Course Leaders: Dr. A. Maeder (2007) & Prof. Dr. T. Kawecki (2008), UNIL 
 
 
Professional Affiliations & Services 
 
2012 – 2013 Biology13 Organization Steering Comitee 
 Planification and coordination of the National Symposium in Organismal Biology 
 Host: University of Basel 
 Duration of the Event: 3 Days 
 Target Public: Students (MSc., PhD.), PostDocs and Group Leaders in Evolution,  
 Ecology and Conservation Biology in Switzerland. 
 
2012 Host-Associated Microbiota 2012 
 Member of the organizing committee, co-writer of the grant applications, translator 
 Host: University of Basel 
 Duration of the Event: 3 Days 
 Target Public: Students (MSc., PhD.), PostDocs and Group Leaders in Host-Associated 
 Microbiota Evolution and Ecology research. 
 
2011 Tenure Evaluation Commission – Member of the commission 
 Evaluation of a tenure-track Assistant Professor for promotion to Extraordinarius 
 (Evaluated Professor: Prof. Dr. Walter Salzburger) 
 
2011 – present Swiss Zoological Society – Member of the board 
 Deputy for Student Affairs (Undergraduate, graduate and PhD students) 
 
2011 Professorship Nomination Appellate Commission – Student body 
 delegate (invited position) 
 Nomination of a Full Professor in Evolutionary Botany at the Department of Ecology  
 and Evolution, University of Lausanne 
 (Nominated Professor: Prof. Dr. John Pannell) 
 
2011 – 2014 Doctoral Program in Population Genomics – Member of the Scientific 
Advisory Comitee 
 Deputy for the University of Basel 
 
2011 International Macrostomum Meeting - Helper 
April Helper during the symposium 
 
2010 – 2012 Co-organisator (together with Lucas Marie-Orléach) of the Interaction 
Seminars of the Zoological Institute, University of Basel, Switzerland. 
 1 to 2 hours seminar series taking place every other week during the semester. 
 
2010 – 2011 SymBioSE 2011 – Member of the Committee for Board and Lodging 
  – Member of the Committee for Corporate Design 
 Cooperatively run 10-day european annual biology students (Levels: BSc, MSc and 
PhD) meeting, hosted in Switzerland this year by the University of Basel’s students. 
 
2008 – 2009 Dean commission in charge of motivating candidatures and nominating 
a candidate for the position of Director of the School of Biology – 
Student body delegate (invited position) 
! "GQ!
 Defining conditions for applicants, inviting applicants, reviewing of applications, 
proposition of a candidate to the Faculty of Biology and Medicine of the University of 
Lausanne. (Nominated Director: Prof. Dr. Winship Herr) 
 
2008 Professorship Nomination Commitee – Student body delegate 
 (invited position) 
 Nomination of an Assistant or Associate Professor Tenure-track in Evolutionary Botany  
 at the Department of Ecology and Evolution, University of Lausanne 
 (Nominated Professor: Prof. Dr. John Pannell) 
 
2007 – 2008 Biology Students Association – President 
 LAB (L’Association des étudiants en Biologie), University of Lausanne 
 
2007 Professorship Nomination Commitee – Student body delegate 
 Nomination of an Assistant Professor Tenure-track at the Department of Fundamental  
 Microbiology, University of Lausanne (Nominated Professor: Prof. Dr. Justine Collier) 
 
2007 – 2008 Students Consultative Commission – Master students delegate 
 Ecole de Biologie, Faculté de Biologie et Médecine, University of Lausanne 
 
2006 Professorship Nomination Commitee – Student body delegate 
 Nomination of an Associate Professor Tenure-track at the Department of Molecular  
 Vegetal Biology, University of Lausanne (Nominated Prof.: Prof. Dr. Niko Geldner) 
 
2006 Professorship Nomination Commitee – Student body delegate 
 Nomination of an Associate Professor in Zoology (Prof. Dr. Peter Vogel succession)  
 and an Associate Professor in Behavioral Ecology at the Department of Ecology and  
 Evolution, University of Lausanne  
 (Nominated Professors: Prof. Dr. Tadeusz Kawecki and Prof. Dr. Alexandre Roulin)   
 
2006 – 2007 Students Consultative Commission – Third year bachelor students  
 delegate 
 Commission consultative des étudiants (CCE) Ecole de Biologie, 
 Faculté de Biologie et Médecine, University of Lausanne 
 
2005 – 2007 Biology Students Association – Co-President 
 LAB (L’Association des étudiants en Biologie), University of Lausanne 
 
2005 – 2006 Federation of the Student Associations – Student delegate for Biology 
 FAE (Fédération des Associations d’Etudiants), University of Lausanne 
 
2004 – 2008 Committee Leading the Bachelor of Sciences in Biology Reform –  
 Co-initiator & Student delegate 
 Ecole de Biologie, Faculté de Biologie et Médecine, University of Lausanne 
 
2003 – 2005 Biology Students Association – Member of the committee  
 (Chief of Events) 
 LAB (L’Association des étudiants en Biologie), University of Lausanne 
 
2003 – 2008 Council of the School of Biology – Student delegate 









7-8 February Symposium of the Swiss Doctoral Students 
Basel, CH Host: University of Basel 
 Organizer: Swiss Zoological Society, Swiss Botanical Society and  
 Swiss Systematics Society 
 
2012 Host-Associated Microbiota 2012 
12-14 September Workshop and mini-symposium 
Basel, CH Host: University of Basel 
 Organizers: Dr. Marilou Sison-Mangus, Dr. Samuel Pichon, Alexandra Mushegian,  
 César Metzger and Prof. Dr. Dieter Ebert. 
 
2012 Biology12 
8-10 February Symposium of the Swiss Doctoral Students 
Fribourg, CH Host: University of Fribourg 
 Organizer: Swiss Zoological Society, Swiss Botanical Society and  
 Swiss Systematics Society 
 
2011 Biology11 
3-4 February Symposium of the Swiss Doctoral Students 
Zürich, CH Host: University of Zürich 
 Organizer: Swiss Zoological Society, Swiss Botanical Society and  
 Swiss Systematics Society 
 
2010 Swiss-Russian Cladoceran Meeting 
Autumn Swiss-Russian Symposia on Evolution, Ecotox, Ecology and Systematics of Cladoceran 
Fribourg, CH Host: University of Fribourg 
 Organizer: Dr. Christoph Haag & colleagues 
 
2010 DGC meeting 2010 
26-30 March Symposium of the Daphnia Genomics Consortium 
Leuven, B Host: University of Leuven 
 Organizer: DGC meeting 2010 organizing committee. 
 
2010 Biology10 
11-12 February Symposium of the Swiss Doctoral Students 
Neuchâtel, CH Host: University of Neuchâtel 
 Organizer: Swiss Zoological Society, Swiss Botanical Society and  
 Swiss Systematics Society 
 
2009 Biology09 
12-13 February Symposium of the Swiss Doctoral Students 
Bern, CH Host: University of Bern 
 Organizer: Swiss Zoological Society, Swiss Botanical Society and  













Metzger C., Christe P., Ursenbacher S. (2011) Diet variability of two convergent natricine colubrids in an invasive-
native interaction. Mertensiella. (invited contribution) 
 
Metzger C., Ferchaud A.-L., Geiser C., Ursenbacher S. (2011) New Polymorphic Microsatellite Markers of the 
Endangered Meadow Viper (Vipera ursinii) Identified by 454 High-throughput Sequencing: When Innovation meets 
Conservation. Conservation Genetics Resources. 
 
Metzger C., Ursenbacher S. and Christe P. (2009) Testing the competitive exclusion principle using various niche 










Metzger C., Ursenbacher, S., and Christe, P. (2010) Evaluating the potential for trophic competition between two 
colubrids, one native (Natrix maura) and one invasive (N. tessellata) – Koordinationsstelle der Amphibien- und 
Reptilienschutz der Schweiz (KARCH) – Annual Herpetological Symposium, Goldau (Kanton Schwyz), Switzerland 
 
Metzger C., Ursenbacher, S., and Christe, P. (2009) Trophic regime analysis in two congeneric water-snakes, one 




Talks, Seminars & Conferences 
 
Metzger C. (2013) Genetic architecture of resistance in Daphnia – Research Seminar, Zoological Institute, University 
of Basel, Switzerland. (In-house research seminar) 
 
Metzger C. (2013) Host-range of the microsporidium Gurleya vavrai – Research Seminar, Zoological Institute, 
University of Basel, Switzerland. (In-house research seminar) 
 
Metzger C. (2012) Going for the throat: survival of the stickiest – Interaction Seminar, Zoological Institute, University 
of Basel, Switzerland. (In-house interaction seminar) 
 
Metzger C. (2012) Overview of Research into the Evolution and Biology of Homosexuality – Talk/Lecture, 
Association Frei Denken Uni Basel, University of Basel, Switzerland. 
 
Metzger C., Luijckx P. (2010) Experimental co-evolution by negative frequency-dependent selection under semi-
natural conditions – Interaction Seminar, Zoological Institute, University of Basel, Switzerland. (In-house interaction 
seminar) 
 
Metzger C. (2009) Comparaison des régimes alimentaires de Natrix maura et N. tessellata en sympatrie sur les bords 
du Lac Léman (résultats un an après) – Koordinationsstelle der Amphibien- und Reptilienschutz der Schweiz 
(KARCH) – Annual Herpetological Symposium, Bern, Switzerland. (Invited Talk) 
 
Metzger C. (2009) Testing the Competitive Exclusion Principle using various niche parameters in a native (Natrix 
maura) and an introduced (N. tessellata) colubrid – Zoology Institute, University of Basel. (PhD candidate hiring talk) 
 
Metzger C. (2008) Comparaison des régimes alimentaires de Natrix maura et N. tessellata en sympatrie sur les bords 
du Lac Léman – Koordinationsstelle der Amphibien- und Reptilienschutz der Schweiz (KARCH) – Annual 
Herpetological Symposium, Bern, Switzerland. (Invited Talk) 
 
